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Maxime Ansiau’s approach supports a double quest, the desire to reveal the hidden 
beauty of the objects which surround us and the search for meaning. His creations 
suggest a delicate evocation, a subtle logic, which is the connivance between the 
subject and the material. 
Guided by his aspirations and discoveries, Maxime never stops working the 
material, of any kind. The Kant’s quotation "Give me the material only, and I shall 
build you a world" applies perfectly to his artistic approach of which the exploratory 
appetite has already led him to deal with glass, ceramic, linoleum, plastic, 
cardboard and paper. Using as a palette the range of effects and colors of the raw 
material chosen, Maxime creates pictorial solutions with optical diversions which 
lead the raw material back  to its origin. Thus, he establishes a logic pattern 
between form and content. Through analogy, he questions our relationship to our 
environment. 

This audacious creator is hungry for new experiences since his expatriation from the age of 17 and gets involved from the beginning of his 
professional practice in the transmission of techniques and knowledges as a professor of art and design.

Lives and works in Rotterdam, Netherlands.
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The Crystal Clear  series ( in Engl ish, something clear and precise) is inspired by the crystal l ine 
architecture of the precious and semiprecious stones. From mirrors of Siena oxidized by 
colored pigments, Maxime Ansiau transforms this material to bind its crystal clear aspect to 
its crystal l ine and mineral nature. Every pictorial solut ion activates i l lusions to question better 
our perceptions. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE, BETWEEN 50cm2 AND 250cm2 
▶ MATERIALS: HANDMADE MIRRORS OF VARIED TINTS DIGITALLY CUT - ALUMINUM SUPPORT 

Crystal Clear - 2015 
Maxime Ansiau

Precious Crystal ReflectionPrecious Crystal Reflection (detail)



The Crystal Clear  series ( in Engl ish, something clear and precise) is inspired by the crystal l ine 
architecture of the precious and semiprecious stones. From mirrors of Siena oxidized by 
colored pigments, Maxime Ansiau transforms this material to bind its crystal clear aspect to 
its crystal l ine and mineral nature. Every pictorial solut ion activates i l lusions to question better 
our perceptions. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE, BETWEEN 50cm2 AND 250cm2 
▶ MATERIALS: HANDMADE MIRRORS OF VARIED TINTS DIGITALLY CUT - ALUMINUM SUPPORT 

Crystal Clear - 2015 
Maxime Ansiau

Astro Stone - Gold Parallel Crystal Growth



The Crystal Clear  series ( in Engl ish, something clear and precise) is inspired by the crystal l ine 
architecture of the precious and semiprecious stones. From mirrors of Siena oxidized by 
colored pigments, Maxime Ansiau transforms this material to bind its crystal clear aspect to 
its crystal l ine and mineral nature. Every pictorial solut ion activates i l lusions to question better 
our perceptions. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE, BETWEEN 50cm2 AND 250cm2 
▶ MATERIALS: HANDMADE MIRRORS OF VARIED TINTS DIGITALLY CUT - ALUMINUM SUPPORT 

Crystal Clear - 2015 
Maxime Ansiau

Reflective Crystal Space Reflective Crystal Phantom 



Among an eclectic col lection of dishes gathered for his project Recycled Restaurant , Maxime 
Ansiau noticed some pale imitat ions of the tradit ional 'Blue of Delft'. Using these dishes as a 
base, he emphasizes, in the horizontal dishes, f lat nature and width of the Dutch landscapes 
and modernizes, in the vert ical dishes, the architectural models. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: TRANSFERT ON CERAMIC 

Street - 2007 / 34 x 128 cm

Dutch Landscape - 2007 / 42 x 77 cm

Town hall of the future - 2010 / 34 x 109 cm

Plates Multidish - 2007/2010 
Maxime Ansiau



Using effects and colors range of the raw material chosen as a pal let, Maxime Ansiau creates 
pictorial solut ions offer ing optical misappropriat ions which take this raw material back to its 
origins: the tree. Thus, he establ ishes a logic between the material and the subject. 
▶ SIZE: +/-170cm 
▶ MATERIALS: CUT LINOLEUM (WOODEN IMPRESSIONS)

Growth Rings - 2010/2011 
Maxime Ansiau



Start ing from a ref lection on polar bear, i ts housing environment and its slow disappearance, 
this artwork is a visual izat ion of an ecological phenomenon of our t ime. Maxime Ansiau tr ies 
to establ ish a logic, a l ink between the subject and its support: the animal represented by a 
subtle and l i tt le deep, monochrome and almost invisible engraving, almost disappears from 
the surface. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE, BETWEEN 25 x 25 CM AND 120 x 60 CM 
▶ MATERIALS: 25 ENGRAVED SYNTHETIC WHITE TRAYS

Ursus Maritimus - 2012/2013 
Maxime Ansiau



This series questions the enormous production and consumption of toys and games which 
are ref lected in our waste. The work basis fol lows the f inding of  miniature racing circuits of 
another age which remind strongly to Maxime Ansiau the frame which is thus defined. The 
pictorial content represents control led, geometrical and f lat Dutch landscapes, because 
conceived by human. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: CARDBOARD - PLASTIC MINIATURE RACING CIRCUITS (MADE BY MINISTECK) 

Dutch Landscapes - 2008/2009 
Maxime Ansiau



Pursuing his explorations on our toys production and consumption, Maxime Ansiau is 
interested in the tree. Source of l i fe, inspirat ion, energy and wealth, i ts use by human has 
important ecological consequences. He thus chose 'dangerous' toys ( lead paint ing), with 
weak educational aspect or of lower qual ity having an undeniable visual r ichness. 
▶ SIZE: 90 x 65 x15 CM & 135 x 95 x 15 CM 
▶ MATERIALS: PLASTIC TOYS - PLEXIGLAS FRAME

Canopy - 2010 
Maxime Ansiau



According to his desire for l ightness and paint ing, Maxime Ansiau seizes graphic r ichness of a 
material without any art ist ic pretentiousness but r ich in forms and colors: the packaging. The 
visual, material and conceptual logic of i ts composit ions is completed by the frame of 
compact white foam. Every packaging cal ls new creations inspired by scenes of everyday l i fe. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: CARDBOARD & FOAM PACKAGINGS - PERSPEX FRAME

Packaging - 2006/2014 
Maxime Ansiau

Still Life (with blue cups), 2008



According to his desire for l ightness and paint ing, Maxime Ansiau seizes graphic r ichness of a 
material without any art ist ic pretentiousness but r ich in forms and colors: the packaging. The 
visual, material and conceptual logic of i ts composit ions is completed by the frame of 
compact white foam. Every packaging cal ls new creations inspired by scenes of everyday l i fe. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: CARDBOARD & FOAM PACKAGINGS - PERSPEX FRAME

Packaging - 2006/2014 
Maxime Ansiau

After Vincent, 2008 Tiger, 2006



According to his desire for l ightness and paint ing, Maxime Ansiau seizes graphic r ichness of a 
material without any art ist ic pretentiousness but r ich in forms and colors: the packaging. The 
visual, material and conceptual logic of i ts composit ions is completed by the frame of 
compact white foam. Every packaging cal ls new creations inspired by scenes of everyday l i fe. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: CARDBOARD & FOAM PACKAGINGS - PERSPEX FRAME

Packaging - 2006/2014 
Maxime Ansiau



Thanks to a col lection of more than 3000 photos taken with his compact camera which he 
never leaves, he uses the publ ic place as an immense pal let, an endless source of inspirat ion. 
Like veins and arteries of our urban planning, these pipes, carr iers of gas, water, electr icity, 
are vital to us. By his photomontages, he reveals their importance and their enormous art ist ic 
potential. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: MOUNTED DIGITAL PHOTOS - «  INK JET » PRINTING - FRAME

Connexions - 2012/2014 
Maxime Ansiau

Maarkthaal red, 2014 Groot Handels Gebouw, 2014



Thanks to a col lection of more than 3000 photos taken with his compact camera which he 
never leaves, he uses the publ ic place as an immense pal let, an endless source of inspirat ion. 
Like veins and arteries of our urban planning, these pipes, carr iers of gas, water, electr icity, 
are vital to us. By his photomontages, he reveals their importance and their enormous art ist ic 
potential. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: MOUNTED DIGITAL PHOTOS - «  INK JET » PRINTING - FRAME

Connexions - 2012/2014 
Maxime Ansiau

Maquette pour bâche Thick Red Line, 2014



Thanks to a col lection of more than 3000 photos taken with his compact camera which he 
never leaves, he uses the publ ic place as an immense pal let, an endless source of inspirat ion. 
Like veins and arteries of our urban planning, these pipes, carr iers of gas, water, electr icity, 
are vital to us. By his photomontages, he reveals their importance and their enormous art ist ic 
potential. 
▶ SIZE: VARIABLE 
▶ MATERIALS: MOUNTED DIGITAL PHOTOS - «  INK JET » PRINTING - FRAME

Connexions - 2012/2014 
Maxime Ansiau

Maquette pour bâche Rotterdam Central, 2014


